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Time-resolved (grazing incidence) x-ray diffraction

I.  Fundamental studies in simple model systems (Bi) 

II. Ultrafast dynamics associated with phase transitions 
in strongly correlated materials
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Strongly correlated materials

Strongly correlated materials (SCM) are a wide class of materials that 
show unusual (often technologically useful) electronic and magnetic 
properties, such as High-Tc superconductivity, colossal magnetoresistance, 
multiferroicity, metal-insulator transition ...

Small changes in environment (temperature, pressure, magnetic or electric 
fields, light ...) or doping can lead to dramatic changes of material properties.

Y. Tokura, Rep. Prog. Phys. 69, 797 (2006)

Colossal  magnetoresistance in Pr 0.7Ca0.3MnO3



Strongly correlated electron systems

The term strong correlation refers to the behavior of electrons in solids 
that is not well-described (often not even in a qualitatively correct manner) 
by simple one-electron theories 
→ standard theoretical methods often based on perturbation don’t work.

wave picture 
(band structure)

particle picture 
(charge – orbitals – spins)

Subtle interactions among local charges, orbitals
and spins give rise to complex phase diagrams

electron
itinerant

localized

SCES are of both, 
wave & particle nature

Strong coupling to the atomic lattice → structural distortions



Electron - lattice coupling

� Breaking symmetry minimizes total energy 
by forming gap at Ef

� Sensitive to electronic excitation 
→ strong electron-phonon coupling

� For ionic crystals: charge density wave CDW

π/2a

Peierls effect
metal

insulator

Bismuth

TiSe2



Perovskite structure: Jahn-Teller effect

� Cubic crystal field lifts the degeneracy of 3d orbitals to two eg and three t2g orbitals
� Distortion along one of the molecular axes removes orbital and electronic degeneracies, 

and lowers energy of occupied state

rare/alkali 
earth ions

transition-metal 

oxygen 

J-T distortion breaks crystal symmetry, 
leads to formation of a superlattice.

Bond angles depends on size of 
Size of R- and A-cation radii.



Electronic order in manganites

Coupling lattice - electrons leads to charge, orbital and magnetic superlattices

Double-exchange

Electronic order can be measured
with resonant x-ray diffraction

Superexchange interaction

Tokura and Nagaosa, Science 288, 462 (2000)

FM

AFM

charge

orbital

magnetic
unit cell

chemical



Multiferroicity

Spaldin and Fiebig, Science (2005)

� Electric polarization caused by magnetism

� Potential application:
- use magnetic field to switch P
- use electric field to switch M

Polarization

Strain Magnetism

e.g. Katsura et al., PRL 95, 057205 (2005)
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e.g. Cheong & Mostovoy, Nature Mat. 6, 13 (2007)



Manipulating magnetic order by electric fields

ErMnErMn22OO55

Pushing the incommensurate
Magnetic structure commensurate

in-situ proof of coupling 
FE and magnetism

ExchangeExchange--strictionstriction--drivendriven

Y. Bodenthin, U. Staubet al., PRL 100, 027201 (2008) 

Static experiment done with resonant x-ray diffractio n



Technological application

Bibes & Barthélémy, Nature Mater. 7, 427 (2008)

Multiferroics
Magnetoelectric control of 
spintronics devices (MERAM)

GMR/CMR
Magnetoresistive random access 
memory (MRAM)

- non-volatile
- faster
- less power consumption → less heat
- still high pulsed currents needed to 

write data



Why ultrafast?

Main idea: 
New insights into the complex interaction in SCES by separating 
correlated effects in the time domain, by determining coupling 
constants, equilibration dynamics ...

Relevant time scales:

Lattice dynamics ~1 ps acoustic phonons (lattice motion)
~100 fs optical phonons (motion within unit cell)

Electron – lattice dynamics ~1 ps e-phonon coupling

Electron dynamics ~10 fs e-e scattering
~0.1 fs e-correlation

Many optical pump-probe methods available, time resolved ARPES ...



Photo-induced insulator-metal transitionin a 
magnetoresistive manganite
D. Polli et al., Nature Mater. 6, 643 (2007)

Structural mode appears as 
modulation of dielectric constant, …
qualitative but not quantitative
measurement of structural
dynamics



Electron-phonon interaction drives CDW formation 
in TbTe 3 (Tr-ARPES)

F. Schmitt et al., Science 321, 1649 (2008)

Higher time and momentum resolution with HHG sources



Why ultrafast x-rays?

• Long range order of atomic and electronic lattice can only be studied 
with diffraction techniques (x-rays, neutrons, electrons).

• Ultrafast time scale only procured by ultrafast x-rays & electron sources

Goal:
Resolve correlated dynamics of lattice, charge, orbital and spin order 

with real time and atomic resolution



Absorption:
- Energy taken by electronic transitions
- Element specific
- Measures local structure

Elastic scattering:
- Large momentum transfer
- Measures long range structure

(crystal symmetry)

X-ray absorption X-ray diffraction



X-rays: overview of methods

Many different methods available, 

sensitive to different atomic-scale properties

Atomic structure

Electronic structure

Magnetic structure

Resonant 
diffraction

Diffraction

XANES

EXAFS

Coherent scattering

XMCD

XMLD

Photoemission
(e.g. ARPES)

RIXS

XES



X-ray diffraction

� Elastic scattering of x-rays from electrons

� Most electrons tightly localized to nuclear position

� Scattered waves interfere, far field result is a sampling of the FT of structure

� Peaks at Bragg condition:
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�Probes ‘long range order’: 
coherent phonons, rms displacement, structural phase  transitions ...

�Speed of sound in solids ~ 3-5 nm/ps: 
→ on ultrafast time scales (< 2 ps) average long range order 

does not change
→ peak positions and widths unchanged
→ sufficient to measure Bragg peak intensities

Femtosecond x-ray diffraction
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Problem: large x-ray penetration depth

Thin films

→ drastic reduction of 
diffracted signal

- good solution at FEL’s, 
- not at a low flux source

In opaque media often: 

dL << dx

→ very small S/B

Grazing incidence 
diffraction

dL ≈ dx

- angle defines probe depth, 
- applicable to films & crystals
- tight vertical focusing of x-rays  to 

avoid time smearing



Source: ‘Slicing’ to generate femtosecond x-rays

Slicing receipe:

1. Modulate the energy of a “slice” of one electron bunch circulating in storage ring 
with an intense femtosecond laser pulse

2. Separate this slice spatially from the other electrons 

3. Generate x-rays, blocking radiation from core beam

A.A. Zholents and M.S. Zolotorev, PRL 76, 912 (1996)
R.W. Schoenleinet al. , Science 287, 2237 (2000)
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FEMTO/microXAS

SLS

Swiss light source

SINQ

SµS

SwissFEL



Slicing implementation at SLS

Source details 
given in poster 
by Andrin Caviezel

Radiator (U19 In-Vacuum Undulator)



Slicing performance at SLS

� Low flux, but stable:
SLS 3rd generation light source operated in top up mode with fast orbit feedback

� X-Ray pulse duration: 140 ± 30 fs

� No jitter, but timing drifts: < 100 fs / week

Beaudet al., PRL 99, 174801 (2007)

Unique source of tunable fs hard x-rays (2006 - 2010)

Must be determined 
from experiments!



Diffraction setup: schematic view

� Broad rocking curves at shallow excitation angles 
→ use multilayer to get higher flux 

� Efficient absorption of laser at 10°incidence (clos e to Brewster angle)

� X-ray flux on sample (7keV):  ~ 300 photons/pulse (multilayer)
~ 5 - 10 photons/pulse (crystal monochromator)

� Detectors: APD, Pixel detector (single photon counting) 



FEMTO setup: real view



New experimental station currently designed 

Focusing optics

Multilayer pair

UHV diffraction 
chamber

Be-window

Permanent installation. New optics & multilayers will be installed early 2011.



I. Fundamental studies on ‘simple’ systems

Laser-induced strain waves (InSb)

� Large amplitude coherent A1g optical phonon mode (Bi)

� Measuring partial structural disorder - phonon ‘squeezing’ (Bi)

Full reconstruction of a crystal unit cell structure during 
coherent femtosecond motion (Te)

Impulsive excitation of a symmetry breaking mode (Bi)



Bismuth

� Semimetal

� 2-atom unit cell, distorted by Jones-Peierls effect 

� Model system to study displacive excitation of large amplitude 
coherent optical phonon mode
[Zeigeret al., PRB 45, 768, 1992]

Y. Liu & R. Allen, PRB 52, 1566 (1995)                            



Bi: displacive coherent optical phonon

z
0.234

0

-0.234

� Electronic excitation 
- shifts potential minimum
- softens phonon frequency (potential curvature)

� Excitation possible with ultrashort laser pulses when τL < ω−1

A1g

( ) ( ) ( )1expcos1 ttttz −−∝∆ ω



A1g Phonon in Bi:  x-ray diffraction

� Intensity of Bragg peaks sensitive to unit cell structure via structure factor, 
and Debye-Waller factor

� If h+k+l is odd, intensity lowered as crystal moves toward cubic (z→0.25)
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Structural information
Sokolowskiet al., Nature 422, 287 (2003)

Mapping inter-atomic potential, 
comparison to DFT

D. Fritz et al., Science 315, 633 (2007)

FEMTO@SLS
Johnson et al. PRL 100, 155501 (2008)

crystal, probe depth ~20 nm

Bi: Test ground for new x-ray sources

thin bismuth film (50 nm)



Depth resolution, more 
complete lattice dynamics

Johnson et al., PRL 100, 155501 (2008)

Bi

d (800 nm)

7.5 nm

15 nm

25 nm

55 nm

80 nm

160 nm

Bismuth: depth dependence



Electron - hole thermalization

Double chemical potential model :
[Murray et al., PRB 72, 060301, 2005]
Electrons and holes thermalize separately → carrier density remains constant

Single chemical potential:
[Zijlstra et al., PRB 74, 220301, 2006]

‘Fast’ electron and hole thermalization → thermalization increases e-h pairs

Initial population non-thermal:         Eventually thermal:



� “slow” e-h interaction + diffusion + relaxation

� simple two-fluid model of the spatiotemporal evolution of the energy in the
carriers: combination of single & double chemical potential 

� n1 and n2 denote the carrier energy density corresponding to the single-
chemical potential model and the two-chemical potential model.

Model of depth dynamics



� Indirect information on carrier dynamics

� Depth resolution required to separate effects!

electron-phonon
interaction (incoherent)

possible carrier 
interaction time

effective carrier
diffusion constant

Depth dynamics: diffusion + carrier interactions



Measuring partial structural disorder

� In a real crystal, always some microscopic disorder 
(static and/or dynamic)

� Moves intensity from Bragg spots (Debye-Waller factor)

� Can we measure lattice heating?

→ measure diffraction peak perpendicular to (111) 



Probing other modes

� (1 -1 0) & (1 -2 1) data show strong increase in disorder

� Increase too fast to be explained solely by lattice heating

� Phonon-phonon coupling?

( )( )2t
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Optical phonon coupling?

E. Zijlstraet al., PRB 74, 220301 (2006)

P. Beaudet al., PRL 99, 174801 (2007)

� DFT control predicts coupling of A1g and degenerate 
Eg optical phonon at high excitation levels

� Should dependent on amplitude of A1g phonon

� Double-pump experiment  

Motion in (1-21) plane not 
related to A1g amplitude



“Phonon squeezing”

V(x)

|ψ(x)|2

� Consider any phonon mode in the crystal

� Uncertainty in associated structural coordinate set by phonon frequency 
(potential curvature)

� If it’s phonon frequency is made to change rapidly ... the distribution of 
coordinates will oscillate.

� Analogous to “squeezed states” of light

S. L. Johnson, et al., PRL 102, 175503 (2009)



“Phonon squeezing”

� Many oscillators with varying frequencies contribute to the D-W factor

� Able to quantitatively explain data with a simple model of phonon softening

[Murray et al., PRB 75, 184301 (2007)]
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Majority of fast increase in <u2> is related to time-correlated 
fluctuations and not to lattice heating!



II. Ultrafast dynamics associated with phase transitions 
in strongly correlated materials

Hard x-ray diffraction (FEMTO)

�Melting charge and orbital order in a manganite
(La0.42Ca0.58MnO3)

Melting a charge density wave (TiSe2)

Structural dynamics during a magnetic transition (FeRh) 

Soft x-ray resonant diffraction (LCLS)

�Magnetic phase tranistion (CuO)



�Prototype of mixed valence perovskite manganite, 
Ca ionic size ~ La ionic size

�Rich phase diagram with many competing phases
�Dominant phases: 

- Ferromagnetic phase for x < 0.5, colossal magnetoresistance (CMR)
- Charge & orbital ordered phase for x ≥ 0.5, CE-type AFM order

Cheong & Hwang (1999)

La0.42Ca0.58MnO3: charge, orbital and structural order

Tokura and Nagaosa, 
Science 288, 462 (2000)

X=0.58



LCMO structural transition

20 K 300 K
Monoclinic (P21/m)                Orthorhombic (Pbnm)

� At low temperature doubled unit cell along b due to J-T distortion at Mn3+ sites 

� Main atomic motion during transition:
- rotation and stretch of oxygen octahedra at Mn3+ sites 
- shift of Mn4+ sites and La/Ca atoms along x-direction

Structure from neutron 
scattering data
[Rodriguez et al.,
PRB 71, 104430, 2005]



LCMO: optical excitation

Excitation of the electronic system with ultrafast optical pulses (800 nm): 
Mn3+ intrasite transition → Directly destroys locally orbital order

- How does this affect the atomic lattice?
- Can we launch a non-thermal structural phase transition?

- If yes, how fast?  

- Is it reversible at 1 kHz?

Jahn-Teller interaction

Orbital-Orbital
superexchange

interaction

Mn3+

Mn4+Mn3+



Optical data: coherent optical phonon
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� Displacive excitation of coherent optical phonon of A1 symmetry
[Lim et al., PRB 71, 134403, 2005]

� Approaching the phase transition: - phonon amplitude decreases 
- softening of the phonon frequency

� Increase fluence above ~4mJ/cm2 - phonon vanishes and ∆R/R saturate

� Proces reversible (2 KHz)

→ possibly indicating structural phase transition
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�Sample: thin film grown: d ~ 55 nm, x=0.58

�X-ray attenuation length: ~75 nm
Laser penetration depth: ~65 nm

� (5 -5 2) superlattice reflection
- disappears at TCO

- very low count rates 
- signal to fluorescence background 1:1

When pumped with laser:

� Immediate 80% drop within <200 fs

�Vanishes within 1 ps for F ~ 7 mJ/cm2

LCMO: superlattice reflection

7 mJ/cm2



LCMO: Non-thermal prompt phase transition

P. Beaud,et al., PRL 103, 155702 (2009)

� At low fluence: coherent phonon

� At higher fluences:

- 80% fast drop within 200 fs

- continues to decrease at lower rate

- simultaneous rise of regular Bragg
peak (5 -2 2)

� Ultrafast time scale < 200 fs indicates 
coherent cooperative atomic motion

Ultrafast change of long range
symmetry of atomic structure!



LCMO: photoinduced phase transition

Low Fluence: Partial melting of charge and orbital order induces small ~0.01 Å
displacements of La/Ca atoms 

High Fluence: Fast coordinate: prompt release of Jahn-Teller distortion at Mn3+ sites 
triggers the motion of the Mn4+ octahedra

(5 -5 2) peak sensitive to major 
atomic motion along x-axis, 
less to rotation of Mn3+ octahedra



Nader et al., PRB 65, 092401 (2007)

Manganites: summary & outlook

� Excitation of electronic system triggers non-thermal structural phase transition

� Ultrafast time scale < 200 fs indicates coherent cooperative atomic motion

� Structural response probably limited by the period of corresponding phonon modes
[A. Cavalleriet al., PRB 70, 161102, 2004]

Future projects

� Measure several SL peaks to confirm relative
motion of Mn and La/Ca ions 
→ use crystal (La1/4Pr3/8Ca3/8MnO3)

� Better time resolution to resolve initial dynamics 
→ 10 fs (FEL)

� Direct measurement of charge & orbital order dynamics 
→ resonant diffraction at Mn L-edge 

(soft x-ray FEL)

� Resonant excitation of vibrational modes and probe
response of electronic order

requires tunable 2 – 16 THz pulses



Magnetic dynamics in CuO

� Multiferroic material

� Shows different types of magnetic order vs. temperature

� Consider as (0 1 0) buckled planes

� Very strong antiferromagnetic coupling in [1 0 -1] chains (J ≈ 67 meV)



Magnetic structure

T< 213 K
- Chains ordered collinearly
- Commensurate with lattice: qCM = (0.5 0 -0.5)

213 K < T < 230 K
- Magnetic structure incommensurate:  qICM = (0.506 0 -0.483) 
- [1 0 -1] Chains stay mostly intact, inter-chain order is different
- Spiral order of ICM phase induces small ferroelectric moment 

[Kimura et al. Nat. Mater. 7, 291, 2008]



Resonant diffraction

� Probe changes in resonant magnetic diffraction at Cu L3 edge (930 eV) 

� Resonant process described by transition matrix 

� Static resonant diffraction experiment at SLS 

V. Scagnoli, et al., submitted (2010)



Time resolved experiment at LCLS 

SXR beamline



� Symmetric diffraction geometry

� Collinear pump-probe configuration

Femtosecond resonant diffraction

I0 Needed for normalization

x-rays (after mono.)
< 10 fs

Optical pump
50 fs

Fast CCD / APD

Al foil

A

CuO crystal

I0



Preliminary results

� Dynamics of commensurate peak shows very fast (~250 fs) decrease, followed 
by a ~2-3 ps partial recovery

� Time resolution (~350 fs) limited by jitter between x-ray and optical pump pulse

� Saturates at higher fluences

� Related to average of S2 in probed region

[S.L. Johnson et al., manuscript in preparation]

190 K



CM - ICM phase transition

� Distinct peaks from commensurate and incommensurate phases at 207 K

� Optical excitation lowers intensity, changes the ratio of the peaks

t = -1 ps

t = 100 ps

CM                                     ICM



CM - ICM phase transition

� Initial drop due to electronic excitation is the same in both phases

� Longer-time behavior is very different, indicating CM-ICM transition



Time delay in transition

� Ratio of peak intensities gives dynamics of transition, insensitive to S2

� First 25 ps well-described by double exponential  ...

.... + small, fluence dependent delay



CM / ICM phase transition in CuO

� Transition observed for all measured fluences

� Delay saturates at ~400 fs for high fluences

� At high fluence, delay roughly 1/4 period of spin wave gap (1.6 ps)

Xang et al., PRB 39, 4343 (1989)



CuO: summary

� Able to successfully induce & observe the time scale 
of a magnetic phase transition

� Excitation → fast magnetic disorder ... also lowers height of 
energy barrier

� Time scale of initial related to spin wave gap



Currently we are typically exciting the electronic system by using intense
800 nm pulses.  

We need to develop more specific pump schemes!

1. Resonant excitation of vibrational modes and probe response 
of the electronic order: coupling lattice → electronic system

- Requires intense and tunable source in the THz range
- Initial studies at FEMTO using THz-pump/optical- and/or x-ray probe: 

Can we efficiently excite lattice modes?
Can we change electronic phase?

2. Use high electric field provided by intense half cycle THz pulse
to switch magnetism in multiferroic materials

- Requires electric field in the order of 100 - 500 kV/cm

Outlook: new pump schemes (THz)

Can we control the magnetic phase of a multiferroic
on an ultrafast time scale?



Summary

� Ultrashort x-ray pulses provide new tool for understanding 
non-equilibrium matter

� Many different methods available with sensitivity to different 
atomic-scale properties

� Progress is tied to new XFEL sources: 
2005: FLASH (DESY)

2009: LCLS (Stanford)
2011: SCSS (RIKEN)

2015: XFEL (DESY);
2016: SwissFEL (PSI)

� Future plans at FEMTO / collaborations within MUST: 

- Ongoing collaboration on fs x-ray absorption (M. Chergui, EPFL)

- Open for further collaborations (proposal system at SLS) 

- THz-pump / x-ray-probe experiments (T. Feurer, UniBE) 

- Continue experiments on strongly correlated materials started at FEMTO 
at SwissFEL (Patterson, Abela, Hauri)



Workshop advertisement & support
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